
Work Place Sentence Frames

Make 3 copies of this set on heavy paper or card stock to include in your Work Place bins.  
Each set of sentence frames is marked with the Work Place for which it is intended.  

A star (★) indicates a set more suited for advanced students or those who have visited the Work Place before.

Many of the blanks are intended to be filled in with a number. Others will be filled in with words or phrases.  
More complex sentences have prompts below the blanks to indicate what should be filled in (as with Mad Libs).
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5A Circles & Squares Race to Twenty

I am the _______.

I rolled ____ and colored ____ shapes.

The first shape to get to 20 

exactly is _________.

circle/square

number number

cirlcle/square



5A Circles & Squares Race to Twenty ★ 

I need ____ to get to 20!
number



My card shows a ________.

My shape _______ match my card. 

shape

does/does not

5B Geoboard Shapes

Scalene Triangle

5B Geoboard Shape Card, Scalene Triangle



5B Geoboard Shapes ★ 

These triangles are different because 

_________________________.

 



5C Shapes & Spinners Graphing

I spun the ________.

I will trace it in the ____ column.

________ reached the top first!

shape

number

shape



5C Shapes & Spinners Graphing ★ 

The ________ column has ____ 

more than the ________ column. 
shape number

shape



5D Pattern Block Designs

My design is a ________.

I need to use ____ ____, 

____  ____, ____  ____, 

to make my design.

My design ________ match the mat.

number shape

shapeshape numbernumber

does/does not



5D Pattern Block Designs ★ 

Altogether, I need to use ____ 

shapes to create this design.
number



5E Spin & Count Shapes 

I rolled ____ and spun a ____. I need 

to mark off ____  ____ on my sheet. 

____ filled in 3 rows, so 

____ the winner!

There are ____  ____ in this row.

number shape

shapenumber

You/I

you are/I am

number shape



5E Spin & Count Shapes ★ 

I can write an equation to figure out 

how many more I need to make 10. 

____ + ____ = 10

 

number number

Shapes Spinner



5F Hungry Caterpillars  

I spun a ____.

My caterpillar has eaten ____ shapes.

I need ____  ____ to fill my caterpillar. 

____ filled the caterpillar, so ____ win!

number

number

number shape

you/I you/I



5F Hungry Caterpillars ★ 

I can trade in ____  ____  

for ____  ____. 
number shape

number shape


